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a b s t r a c t
28This paper studies the effects of voltage sags caused by faults on doubly-fed induction generators to over-
29come grid faults. A wide range of sag duration and depth values is considered. It is observed that sag
30duration inﬂuence is periodical. Sag effects depend on duration and depth and on the fault-clearing pro-
31cess as well. Two approaches of the model are compared: the most accurate approach, discrete sag, con-
32siders that the fault is cleared in the successive natural fault-current zeros of affected phases, leading to a
33voltage recovery in several steps; the least accurate approach, abrupt sag, considers that the fault is
34cleared instantaneously in all affected phases, leading to a one-step voltage recovery. Comparison
35between both sag models reveals that the fault-clearing process smoothes sag effects. The study assumes
36that the rotor-side converter can keep constant the transformed rotor current in the synchronous refer-
37ence frame, thus providing insights into wind turbine fault ride-through capability. The voltage limit of
38the rotor-side converter is considered to show the situations where the rotor current can be controlled.
39Finally, a table and a 3D ﬁgure summarizing the effects of the most severe grid faults on the rotor-side
40converter to overcome the most severe faults are provided.
41 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
42
43
44
45 Introduction
46 According to current transmission system operator grid codes,
47 modern wind turbines (WTs) must achieve fault ride-through
48 capability (i.e., they must not disconnect from the grid when a
49 sag occurs, ensuring electricity supply continuity [1]), and they
50 also must contribute to the system stability during and after the
51 fault clearance by means of the active and reactive current during
52 and after the event.
53 Doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)-based WT is the most
54 common concept for WT energy systems [2]. This concept has a
55 high susceptibility to voltage sags. Most studies on DFIGs exposed
56 to sags deal with their control under such disturbances. However,
57 few papers concern the most severe grid fault conditions that can
58 damage the rotor-side converter ([3,4] are examples for symmetri-
59 cal and unsymmetrical sag events, respectively).
60 In [5], the authors developed an analytical model for DFIGs
61 exposed to sags. In this model, the rotor-side converter is protected
62 against large over currents caused by sags by a simple control
63 strategy: the rotor current in the synchronous reference frame is
64kept constant at its pre-fault steady-state value during the entire
65transient. This control strategy also maintains DFIG controllability
66as established in current grid codes (i.e. not only to stay connected
67during the fault, but also draw active and reactive current during
68and after the fault). As the model is analytical, it allowed a large
69number of scenarios to be easily studied. The voltage limit of the
70rotor-side converter was also contemplated in the study.
71The present paper is a continuation of the above work. DFIGs
72under voltage sags are exhaustively studied by considering a wide
73range of sag duration and depth values, and the situations where
74the rotor current can be controlled are analyzed. The impact of
75voltage recovery on DFIGs is also investigated. It is observed that
76sag effects are smoothed when sags are modeled discrete (sags
77modeled with a voltage recovery in several steps). The simulations
78are carried out with Matlab. The results provide insights into the
79fault ride-through capability of DFIG-based WT in order to over-
80come the most severe grid faults, whose effects are summarized
81in a table and a 3D ﬁgure.
82Voltage sag modeling
83In this paper, voltage sags are characterized by duration (Dt),
84depth (h), fault current angle (w), typology and fault-clearing
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijepes.2014.05.031
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85 process modeling [6,7]. Note that the sag depth (h) for the symmet-
86 rical sags is the remaining voltage with respect to the pre-fault
87 (nominal) voltage. The sag depth in the unsymmetrical sags is
88 deﬁned by a simple voltage divider on the sequence circuits in
89 radial feeders, as detailed in [6].
90 According to [7] grid faults can be fully cleared in different
91 ways. All the possibilities are classiﬁed into fourteen cases,
92 denoted as A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, B, C, D, E1, E2, F1, F2, G1 and G2. As DFIG
93 stator windings are isolated wye or delta connected, the grid zero-
94 sequence voltage has no inﬂuence on DIFG behavior. Consequently,
95 this paper only contemplates the following voltage sags: A1, A2, A4,
96 A5, C, D, F1, F2, G1 and G2, which are shown in Table 1.
97 As faults are cleared by the circuit breaker in the natural fault-
98 current zeros, unsymmetrical faults involving two fault currents
99 (i.e., 1-phase-to-ground or 2-phase faults) are cleared instanta-
100 neously (or abruptly) in all affected phases. This is the case of
101 sag types C and D, which can be indistinctly modeled as abrupt
102 or discrete sags.
103 In contrast, symmetrical or unsymmetrical faults involving
104 three fault currents (i.e., 3-phase faults, 3-phase-to-ground faults
105 or 2-phase-to-ground faults) are cleared in two or three steps,
106 leading to a discrete voltage recovery. Furthermore, these faults
107 can be fully cleared in different ways, resulting in four discrete
108 symmetrical sag types (A1, A2, A4 and A5) and four discrete unsym-
109 metrical sag types (F1, F2, G1 and G2).
110 Table 1 also shows the evolution of the events during voltage
111 recovery according to [7]. For example, a sag of type A4 is an event
112 composed of a sag Aa (symmetrical with respect to phase a) during
113 the fault, which evolves into a sag F2a (symmetrical with respect to
114 phase a) after the ﬁrst voltage recovery, and later into a sag Cb
115 (symmetrical with respect to phase b) after the second voltage
116 recovery. Note that faults caused by sags C and D are cleared in
117 one step, as said previously.
118 DFIG-based WT characteristics
119 The chosen 2 MW DFIG-based WT is described in [5]. The fol-
120 lowing three WT operating points are studied (s being the mechan-
121 ical slip):
122 (1) Point 1: rated power and s = 0.27.
123 (2) Point 2: 0.5 times the rated power and s = 0.09.
124 (3) Point 3: 0.1 times the rated power and s = 0.33.
125
126 DFIG exposed to voltage sags
127 DFIG dynamic equations
128 The DFIG dynamic equations written in transformed variables,
129 using the Ku transformation [8] and considering the motor sign
130 conversion, are
131
vsf ¼ ½Rs þ Lsðpþ jxsÞisf þMðpþ jxsÞirf
v rf ¼ ½Rr þ Lrðpþ jsxsÞirf þMðpþ jsxsÞisf
Tm ¼ 2}MImðisf irfÞ s ¼ ðxs  }xmÞ=xs;
ð1Þ
133
134 where subscripts s and r stand for the stator and the rotor, subscript
135 f stands for the forward component of the transformed variable, is
136 the number of pole pairs, p is the time differential operator d/dt,
137 Tm is the electromagnetic torque, s is the mechanical slip, xm is
138 the generator speed andxs = 2pfs is the pulsation of the stator volt-
139 ages (fs is the frequency of the stator voltages, and T = 1/fs is the per-
140 iod). Note that all rotor magnitudes in (1) are referred to the stator.
141DFIG control strategies during voltage sags
142The DFIG behavior during a voltage sag is inﬂuenced by two
143main topics. On the one hand, large rotor currents which cannot
144be tolerated by the rotor converter are produced during and after
145the event [9]. On the other hand, current grid codes require to
146the DFIG to remain connected to the grid, with speciﬁc control of
147the active and reactive currents during and after the fault [3]. Three
148philosophies can be adopted for the DFIG strategy design:
149(1) To disconnect the wind turbine from the grid.
150(2) To use a crowbar: a set of resistors short-circuits the
151machine’s rotor. The DFIG remains connected to the grid
152but it cannot be controlled, as its rotor is short-circuited.
153(3) To ensure electricity supply continuity by means of a control
154strategy in the rotor converter: the DFIG remains connected
155to the grid and the rotor converter keeps working. However,
156the philosophy of control during the sag is not a trivial topic
157and there are very different strategies that can be adopted,
158depending on the goal to be achieved ([10] compares differ-
159ent control strategies, while [11,12] detail reﬁned control
160philosophies). The control strategies can be summarized
161into two types:
162– To reduce the rotor current: it can be suppressed during the
163sag [13] (thus it has the same problem as the crowbar), or it
164can be reduced up to a certain value [14]. Another option
165would be to maintain the pre-event rotor current, as in
166[15,16].
167– To reduce the rotor voltage [17,18]: in this case it is possible
168to reduce or damp the stator and the rotor ﬂuxes.
169
170The main problem when using a control strategy is the appear-
171ance of large rotor voltage peaks (when controlling the rotor cur-
172rent) or large rotor current peaks (when controlling the rotor
173voltage) that appear after voltage recovery (see Section ‘Comments
174about the proposed control strategy’ for more details). However,
175these peaks are smoothed when considering the discrete model
176for the sag. This is an interesting topic, as there are no studies in
177the literature regarding DFIG-based WTs under voltage sags con-
178sidering the fault-clearing process.
179I should also be noted that the different control strategies result
180in different DFIG behaviors, with their own strengths and weak-
181nesses. Thus, the use of one or another control philosophy depends
182on the goal to be achieved. In the present paper it is assumed that
183the transformed rotor current is kept constant in the synchronous
184reference frame in order to protect the rotor-side converter from
185the large rotor current peaks.
186Proposed current control strategy
187To study DFIG behavior under voltage sags, the next two
188assumptions are made:
189(1) The rotor-side converter can keep constant the rotor current
190in the synchronous reference frame, irf, at its pre-fault
191steady-state value. Moreover, the control is assumed ideal,
192which means that the controlled variable is adjusted instan-
193taneously to satisfy the set point requirement, i.e., irf is kept
194constant throughout the event. It should be noted that the
195current control loop bandwidth has, in practice, a ﬁnite
196value. However, the authors have considered an ideal con-
197trol as the ﬁrst approximation to study the problem. This
198approach could be considered an idealization of the control
199strategy used in [15,16], where an hybrid current controller
200is proposed: the standard PI current controller for non-
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Table 1
Classiﬁcation of the three-phase voltages at the equipment terminals: sag during the fault and evolution of the sag during the voltage recovery (adapted from
[7]). No zero-sequence voltage is considered.
Evolution of the event Evolution of the event
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201 faulted behavior and a hysteresis current controller for over-
202 current protection during system faults (this current con-
203 troller maintains the pre-fault current).
204 (2) As sags occur during a short time interval (around 100 ms),
205 it is also assumed that the mechanical speed cannot change
206 signiﬁcantly during the event.
207
208 According to the ﬁrst assumption, by substituting pirf = 0 in (1),
209 results in
210
vsf ¼ ½Rs þ Lsðpþ jxsÞisf þ jxsMirf
v rf ¼ ðRr þ jsxsLrÞirf þMðpþ jsxsÞisf :
ð2Þ
212
213The current isf is obtained from the ﬁrst equation of (2):
214
pisf ¼
1
Ls
½vsf  ðRs þ jxsLsÞisf  jxsMirf ; ð3Þ 216
217and by replacing (3) in the second equation of (2), we obtain
Rotor-side 
converter
DC Bus
=
=
DFIG
Grid-side 
converter
Gearbox Grid
=
DFIG
Gridm
ω
(constant)
irf (constant)
Rotor-side 
converter
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. DFIG-based WT. (a) Basic scheme in the literature; and (b) scheme with the simpliﬁcations considered in this paper.
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Fig. 2. DFIG exposed to symmetrical sag types A1 and A5 (modeled with abrupt and discrete recoveries) and to unsymmetrical sag type F2 (modeled with abrupt and discrete
recoveries). Sag characteristics: h = 0.1, Dt = 5.5T and w = 80. WT operating point 1: Pn and s = 0.27. The shaded area corresponds to the situations where the rotor current
can be controlled.
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218
v rf ¼ Rr þ jxs sLr M
2
Ls
 !" #
irf þM RsLs þ jxsðs 1Þ
 
isf þMLs vsf :
ð4Þ220
221 Fig. 1 shows the basic scheme of the DFIG-based WT in the lit-
222 erature (Fig. 1(a)) and the scheme considering the aforementioned
223 two assumptions (Fig. 1(b)).
224 Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of the rotor voltages, vr abc, sta-
225 tor currents, is abc, and electromagnetic torque, Tm, of the DFIG
226 exposed to symmetrical and unsymmetrical sags. The studied vari-
227 ables are expressed in pu according to the base values Sb = 2 MW,
228 fb = 50 Hz, Ub = 690 V, Ib ¼ Sb=ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
UbÞ ¼ 1673:5 A, Tb ¼ Sb=ðxb=}Þ
229 ¼ 12:73 kNm (wherexb = 2pfb and = 2 is the number of pole pairs)
230 as
231
v r abc puðtÞ ¼ vr abcðtÞﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Vb
; is abc puðtÞ ¼ is abcðtÞﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Ib
; Tm puðtÞ ¼ TmðtÞTb ;
ð5Þ233
234where Vb ¼ Ub=
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
¼ 398:4 V is the per-phase base voltage. For
235simplicity purposes, subscript pu is omitted in the remaining of
236the paper.
237Fig. 2 also shows the time evolution of vr mod (t), deﬁned as 238
vr modðtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
v2raðtÞ þ v2rbðtÞ þ v2rcðtÞ
q
: ð6Þ 240
241This variable vr mod (t), which corresponds to the well-known
242amplitude of the space vector of the rotor voltages [19], represents
243the rotor voltage required to control the transformed rotor current,
244irf, according to a desired control law. If Vr max is the maximum
245amplitude of the fundamental per-phase voltage which can be gen-
246erated by the rotor-side converter when vr mod (t) satisﬁes 247
vr modðtÞ 6 V r max; ð7Þ 249
250the rotor current can be controlled or, in the control law of this
251paper, the current irf can be kept constant.
252The value of Vr max for the example of this paper is calculated as
253follows. Vr max depends on the DC-link voltage, Vdc (reduced to the
254stator), according to [4]:
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Fig. 3. Sag duration inﬂuence on DFIG exposed to symmetrical sags modeled with abrupt and discrete recoveries. Sag characteristics: h = 0.1, Dt = 5T. . .8T and w = 80. WT
operating points: 1 (Pn, solid line), 2 (0.5Pn, dashed line) and 3 (0.1Pn, dotted line). The shaded area corresponds to the situations where the rotor current can be controlled.
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255
V r max ¼ mVdc=2; ð8Þ257
258 where m is the modulation index. Considering the space vector
259 modulation technique (m = 1.15) and a DC-link voltage of 1200 V
260 (reduced to the stator), a maximum amplitude of Vr max = 690 V
261 (reduced to the stator) or 1.22 pu is obtained. Note that Vdc = 1200 V
262 for a DFIG-based wind turbine with nominal values 2 MW and
263 690 V is high enough for the converter to become a full-converter
264 wind generation solution.
265 Sag characteristics inﬂuence
266 The stator current peak, is peak, and the electromagnetic torque
267 peak, Tm peak, (obtained during the sag or after voltage recovery)
268 are chosen as indicators of DFIG sensitivity to voltage sags. They
269 are referred to the base values as70
is peak pu ¼ is peakﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Ib
¼ maxfjisaðtÞj; jisbðtÞj; jiscðtÞjgﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Ib
Tm peak pu ¼ Tm peakTb ¼
maxfjTmðtÞjg
Tb
:
ð9Þ
272
273The required peak value of vr mod (t) in the discrete sags of Fig. 2
274is larger than the rotor-side converter voltage limit, Vr max. How-
275ever, this peak occurs only once, speciﬁcally after fault clearing
276(unlike the required peaks in the abrupt sags of Fig. 2, which are
277periodically repeated after fault clearing). Thus, this single peak
278can lead to the misinterpretation that the rotor current cannot be
279controlled. To solve this problem, a new variable is deﬁned to
280quantify if the rotor current can be controlled in an averaged sense
281
vr mean ¼ 1T
Z taþT
ta
vr modðtÞdt ! vr mean pu ¼ v r meanﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Vb
: ð10Þ
283
284The mean value of the rotor voltage, vr mean, is evaluated at the
285ﬁrst period after vr mod (t) reaches its maximum value. The instant
286ta in (10) is chosen as ta = tvr max + T/2 (tvr max is the instant when vr
287mod (t) is maximum). For example, the mean values of the rotor
288voltage for the symmetrical sags in Fig. 2 are: vr mean = 2.05 pu
289(type A1 and A5 abrupt), vr mean = 1.24 pu (type A1 discrete), and
290vr mean = 1.22 pu (type A5 discrete). These values are highlighted
291in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. Sag duration inﬂuence on DFIG exposed to unsymmetrical sag types C, D, F1 and F2 modeled with abrupt and discrete recoveries. Sag characteristics: h = 0.1,
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292 It is apparent that if the symmetrical sags of Fig. 2 are modeled
293 abrupt, the predicted rotor voltage necessary to overcome these
294 sags is 2.05 pu; that is, a converter of 2.05 times the rated stator
295 voltage is required. However, if the same sags are modeled in a
296 more realistic way (discrete sags), the predicted rotor voltage
297 needed to control the rotor current is reduced to 1.22 times the
298 rated stator voltage. Assuming that the rotor-side converter power
299 is approximately s times the DFIG rated power (s is the machine
300 electromechanical slip), it is necessary to protect the rotor-side
301 converter properly in order to overcome the most severe sags.
302 It should also be noted that the most severe sags are considered
303 in this paper; that is, sags originated at the point of common con-
304 nection. Nonetheless, faults in realistic situations are originated far
305 from the DFIG, causing less severe voltage depths at the stator ter-
306 minals than those studied in this paper. Then, if the rotor-side con-
307 verter is properly protected to overcome the sags in this paper, it
308 will be able to overcome any fault occurring in realistic situations.
309 Sag duration inﬂuence
310 All the simulated sags in Fig. 2 have the same duration
311 (Dt = 5.5T). An exhaustive study including the range of sag dura-
312 tion values 5T 6Dt 6 8T is presented in this section. The sag dura-
313 tion inﬂuence on vr mean, is peak and Cm peak is illustrated for the
314 symmetrical sags, Fig. 3, and for the unsymmetrical sags,
315 Figs. 4 and 5. The three WT operating points in Section ‘DFIG-
316 based WT characteristics’ are considered. The following observa-
317 tions can be made from the ﬁgure results:
318 (1) The effect of both abrupt and discrete sags on the variables
319 of interest is periodical, as the values of these variables are
320 repeated each cycle. Table 2 summarizes the most unfavor-
321able sag durations for all sag types, deﬁned as the durations
322causing the largest peaks on the DFIG variables, according to
323Figs. 3–5. The most unfavorable sag durations are periodical
324because the effects on the DFIG variables are also periodical.
325(2) If sags are modeled discrete the peaks of the variables pre-
326dicted are smaller than if sags are modeled abrupt. Thus,
327(the more realistic) discrete sags predict less severe conse-
328quences than (the less realistic) abrupt sags.
329(3) The discrete sag types A4 and A5 (sags with three-step volt-
330age recovery) are less severe than the discrete sag types A1
331and A2 (sags with two-step voltage recovery). This shows
332that the increase in the number of steps during voltage
333recovery smoothes sag effects.
334(4) When sags are modeled abrupt, the rotor voltage predicted
335is vr mean > Vr max; that is, they predict that the rotor current
336cannot be controlled. However, the more realistic discrete
337sags predict that the rotor voltage is vr mean < Vr max; that is,
338they predict that the rotor current can be controlled.
339(5) Regarding the WT operating points, the largest peaks in all
340variables occur when the DFIG delivers its rated power, Pn,
341to the electrical grid. In contrast, the smallest peaks occur
342when the power delivered is 0.1Pn. Thus, the WT operating
343point 1 is the most unfavorable.
344(6) Unsymmetrical sags are less severe than symmetrical sags as
345the peaks in all variables studied are smaller.
346
347From these results it is apparent that the effects of the fol-
348lowing pairs of sag types are similar: A1 and A2 (abrupt), A1
349and A2 (discrete), A4 and A5 (discrete), C and D, F1 and G1
350(abrupt), F1 and G1 (discrete), F2 and G2 (abrupt) and F2 and
351G2 (discrete).
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352 Sag depth inﬂuence
353 The mean rotor voltage, vr mean, is chosen as the variable to
354 study the sag depth inﬂuence on the DFIG. In the previous subsec-
355 tions, it is proved that this variable is very important when study-
356 ing the DFIG behavior under voltage sags because it deﬁnes the
357 situations where the rotor current can be controlled. The 3D graph-
358 ics in Fig. 6 illustrate the inﬂuence of sag depth, h, and power gen-
359 erated, P, on the mean rotor voltage for all sag types. In order to
360 illustrate the situations where the rotor current can be controlled,
361 sag depth and power generated take all possible values (0 6 h 6 1
362 and 0 6 P 6 Pn), and the most unfavorable duration for each sag
363 type is considered (see Table 2). The 3D graphs also contain the
364 Vr max plane: the rotor current can be controlled in the regions
365 where the vr mean plane is located under the Vr max plane. The min-
366 imum sag depths for the effective control of the rotor current
367 (based on the regions of the vr mean plane located under the Vr max
368 plane in Fig. 6) are given in Table 2 as a summary.
369 The results in Fig. 6 show that:
370 (1) Discrete sags are less severe than abrupt ones as the vr mean
371 planes are always in a lower position than those corre-
372 sponding to the abrupt case. What is more, if sags are mod-
373eled with the more realistic discrete recovery, the model
374predicts that the rotor current can be controlled for almost
375all sag depths as almost all regions of the vr mean plane are
376located under the Vr max plane.
377(2) Unsymmetrical sags are less severe than symmetrical ones
378because the vr mean planes are located in a lower position
379than those corresponding to symmetrical sags.
380(3) There is a similarity between the effects caused by the fol-
381lowing sag types: A1 and A2 (abrupt and discrete), A4 and
382A5 (abrupt and discrete), C and D, F1 and G1 (abrupt and dis-
383crete), and F2 and G2 (abrupt and discrete). Note that the
384same observation was made for the sag duration inﬂuence.
385(4) In view of the above effects, sags could now be classiﬁed
386into three typologies only:
387– Symmetrical sags (types A1, A2, A4 and A5).
388– Unsymmetrical sags due to 1-phase-to-ground or 2-phase
389faults (types C and D).
390– Unsymmetrical sags due to 2-phase-to-ground faults (types
391F2 and G2, as they are more severe than F1 and G1).
392
393The most severe grid faults
394Table 2 summarizes the most severe grid faults which can be
395overcome by the rotor-side converter. As speciﬁed in Section ‘Sag
396duration inﬂuence’, the table shows the most unfavorable sag
397durations for all sag types, according to Figs. 3–5. These most unfa-
398vorable durations correspond to the control strategy considered
399(constant rotor current in the synchronous reference frame); the
400use of other control strategies may result in different unfavorable
401durations.
402As described in section ‘Sag depth inﬂuence’, Table 2 also
403includes the minimum sag depths for the effective control of the
404rotor current (based on the regions of the vr mean plane located
405under the Vr max plane in Fig. 6). Note that the discrete sag model
406predicts that the rotor current can be controlled for almost all
407sag depths.
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Fig. 6. Sag depth inﬂuence on the mean rotor voltage of DFIG exposed to voltage sags considering all possible values of power generated. Sag characteristics: h = 0. . .1, Dt is
the most unfavorable duration for each sag type and w = 80. The rotor current can be controlled in the regions of the vr mean plane located under the Vr max plane.
Table 2
Most unfavorable durations for each sag type and sag depths from which the rotor
current can be controlled (if rotor voltage equals stator voltage).
Type Model Most unfavorable
duration (n = 0, 1, 2. . .)
Sag depth
A1 and A2 Abrupt Dt = nT + T/2 hP 0.45
A1 and A2 Discrete Dt = nT + 0.7T hP 0.05
A4 and A5 Abrupt Dt = nT + T/2 hP 0.45
A4 and A5 Discrete Dt = nT + 0.6T hP 0.05
C and D Abrupt or discrete Dt = nT + 0.7T hP 0.2
F1 and G1 Abrupt Dt = nT + 0.3T hP 0.2
F1 and G1 Discrete Dt = nT + 0.3T hP 0.05
F2 and G2 Abrupt Dt = nT + 0.6T hP 0.35
F2 and G2 Discrete Dt = nT + 0.6T hP 0.05
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408 Comments about the proposed control strategy
409 The proposed control strategy protects the rotor converter from
410 the large current peaks. The assumption of constant rotor current is
411 a good way to properly control the power converter when the volt-
412 age sag starts and during voltage recovery, as there will appear no
413 rotor current peaks during the entire event.
414According to [20], we can state that the proposed control is
415valid (in fact it is suitable) for Period 1 (very few cycles after the
416voltage sag starts) and for Period 3 (voltage recovery). Moreover,
417considering that most of voltage sag durations are around
418100 ms (short-time durations), the presented approach is good
419enough to provide fault ride-through to DFIG-based WTs [6]. Dur-
420ing the fault event (Period 2) the authors recognize that the
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Fig. 7. Types of DFIG control: control of |irf| and control of |vrf|. Sag characteristics: h = 0.1, Dt = 5.5T and w = 80.
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421 proposed control is not an optimal control. Certainly, although this
422 control strategy also maintains DFIG controllability as established
423 in current grid codes (i.e., providing reactive current during the
424 fault) it is not as robust as other controls in the literature (such
425 as [13–16]). However, the proposed control has an important
426 advantage: it allows the electrical transient to be solved analyti-
427 cally, providing and an excellent tool for the comprehension of
428 DFIG dynamic behavior subject to voltage sags (the detailed ana-
429 lytical model is shown in [5]).
430 As the proposed control is analytical, it allows a large number of
431 scenarios to be easily studied. The current author’s work is a con-
432 tinuation of the previous work [5] because now DFIG under voltage
433 sags is exhaustively studied considering a large number of sag
434 durations and depths, which helps in the fault ride-through for dif-
435 ferent fault scenarios.
436 It is apparent that a constant rotor current results in a high rotor
437 voltage (as shown inprevious sections, the required rotor voltage for
438 the most unfavorable sag durations and depths is higher than the
439 converter voltage limit). Other smoothing strategies would require
440 lower rotor voltages at the expense of increasing current peaks.
441 Let’s consider the control strategies commented in Section ‘DFIG
442 control strategies during voltage sags’: Fig. 7 shows the time evo-
443 lution of the DFIG variables when controlling the transformed rotor
444 current, |irf|, and when controlling the transformed rotor voltage,
445 |vrf|, considering two cases: when the during-sag controlled vari-
446 able equals its pre-fault steady-state value (left side of Fig. 7)
447 and when it is reduced to 0 (right side of Fig. 7). It is observed that
448 the rotor voltage noticeably changes if the rotor current is kept
449 constant (top left of Fig. 7). Inversely, the rotor current clearly var-
450 ies if the rotor voltage is kept constant (bottom left of Fig. 7). Nat-
451 urally, if a variation in the rotor current is allowed in the control
452 (top right of Fig. 7), the during-sag rotor voltage peaks will
453 decrease. Conversely, if a variation in the rotor voltage is allowed
454 in the control (bottom right of Fig. 7), smaller rotor current peaks
455 will be produced during the sag.
456 Regarding the stator and rotor ﬂuxes, ksf and krf, respectively,
457 the way to reduce them during the sag is by means of controlling
458 the rotor voltage. However, note that after voltage recovery there
459 appear large peaks in all the variables. Another way to properly
460 reduce the stator rotor ﬂuxes would be the use of a crowbar, as
461 shown in Fig. 8. Note that as it happens with the control of the
462 transformed rotor voltage, although the ﬂuxes are reduced during
463 the sag, after voltage recovery there appear large peaks. It should
464 also be noted that these peaks are reduced when considering the
465 discrete model for the sag, which is one of the main contributions
466 of the paper.
467 All of this leads to the following conclusions:
468 (1) Certainly, although the proposed control strategy does not
469 reduce the stator and rotor ﬂuxes during the fault (top left
470 of Fig. 7), the behavior of the machine after voltage recovery
471 is not worse than in the other cases: note that when the sag
472 ends, there appear peaks in all the variables, independently
473 of the adopted control strategy.
474 (2) The peaks that appear after voltage recovery are reduced if
475 the voltage sag is modeled discrete. In other words, the more
476 realistic approach for sag modeling (discrete sag modeling)
477 is less restrictive when analyzing the machine’s behavior
478 under such grid disturbances.
479
480 Lastly, it should be noted that with the proposed control strat-
481 egy, unsymmetrical sags are less severe than symmetrical sags.
482 However, the different severities of the balanced and unbalanced
483 voltage sags are due to the control philosophy adopted during
484 the event, which depends on the goal to be achieved, leading to dif-
485 ferent DFIG behaviors.
486Conclusions
487The effects of symmetrical and unsymmetrical sags on DFIGs
488are studied under the assumption that the rotor-side converter
489can keep constant the transformed rotor current in the synchro-
490nous reference frame. The proposed control protects the rotor con-
491verter from the large current peaks and maintains the DFIG
492controllability as established in many transmission system opera-
493tor grid codes; i.e. not only to stay connected during the fault,
494but also to contribute to the system stability during and after the
495fault clearance by means of the active and reactive current during
496and after the event. The voltage limit of the rotor-side converter is
497considered in the discussion on whether the rotor current can be
498effectively controlled. The study helps in the understanding of
499WT fault ride-through capability.
500The simpliﬁcation made in this study is very useful because
501some interesting conclusions can be easily drawn: the situations
502where the rotor current cannot be controlled correspond to rotor
503voltage values larger than the voltage limit of the rotor-side con-
504verter (assuming that rotor voltage equals stator voltage).
505The results reveal that the sag duration inﬂuence on stator cur-
506rent, rotor voltage and torque peaks is periodical as these peaks are
507repeated every cycle. These peaks appear at the here-deﬁned most
508unfavorable sag duration, which is different for each sag type. This
509duration is used to study the sag depth inﬂuence on the rotor volt-
510age required to control the rotor current. It is observed that there is
511a sag depth from which this current cannot be controlled. This
512limit is less restrictive in unsymmetrical sags as these are less
513severe than symmetrical ones.
514Sag modeling and its inﬂuence on DFIG behavior are also dis-
515cussed. The results show that (the more realistic) discrete recovery
516sags are less severe than abrupt recovery sags (the most usual
517approach in the literature) because the successive voltage recovery
518steps in the fault-clearing process smooth the effects. What is
519more, it is observed that the rotor current can be controlled for
520almost all sag depth if voltage sags are modeled with discrete
521recovery. Thus, abrupt recovery sags overestimate sag severity.
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Fig. 8. Crowbar inﬂuence on the DFIG variables. Sag characteristics: h = 0.1,
Dt = 5.5T and w = 80.
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522 This paper provides a very useful table (Table 2) and a 3D ﬁgure
523 (Fig. 6) which summarizes the most severe effects on the rotor-side
524 converter of DFIG-based WTs: most unfavorable sag durations and
525 minimum sag depths from which the rotor current can be
526 controlled.
527 Resemblances between the effects caused by the following pairs
528 of sag types are found: A1–A2 (abrupt and discrete), A4–A5 (dis-
529 crete), C–D, F1–G1 (abrupt and discrete), and F2–G2 (abrupt and dis-
530 crete). Therefore, when studying sag effects on DFIGs, it is enough
531 to consider only one sag type of each group.
532 In conclusion, the analysis of other controls for the DFIG rotor
533 current should consider the possible duration periodicity effect
534 and most unfavorable duration for each sag type, as well as a dis-
535 crete sag model.
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